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OVERVIEW 
In this document, I explore the progression from guiding principles to implementation choices, 
as a way of illustrating how a center IT architecture document might influence on-the-ground 
work.  The impatient reader may want to skip to the Examples section at the end. 
 

Assumptions 
Financially and intellectually decentralized companies, like FHCRC, function at their best when 
each profit center has the freedom to optimize for the particular demands of its line of business.  
The needs of the larger company can be precisely defined as the collection of the needs of its 
individual revenue generators.  As a result, the needs for resources and control become 
distributed in heterogeneous ways. 
 
Administrative support, including IT, reflects this structure, creating pools of functional 
optimization around the people generating income while delivering efficiencies through 
enterprise-wide scales. 
 
At the end of the day, the company succeeds if and only if its researchers land grants & 
contracts. 
 
In the context of FHCRC, a prerequisite for any IT solution includes the following: 
 

 At least one revenue generator accrues benefit from the solution. 
 
In the context of FHCRC, a prerequisite for any well-architected solution includes the following: 
 

 Multiple revenue generators accrue benefit from the solution. 
 The remaining revenue generators can, at worst, view the solution as neutral. 

 
Generally, IT architecture in this environment requires developing standard ways of 
implementing non-standard solutions. 
 

Characteristics 
Well architected solutions in distributed, heterogeneous environments share a range of 
characteristics. 
 
Opt In/Opt Out: Deliver value with minimal restrictions.  In particular, they do not require 

participation by all players in order to succeed – they deliver value to those 
who choose to participate, they do not incur detriment on those who opt out. 

 
Elegant: Tend to look more complex than do their counterparts in centralized, 

homogenous environments … and (here’s where the brain power comes in) 
nevertheless function according to an internal consistency:  they can be 
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deconstructed and rebuilt in the same way that complex but well-designed  
machines can be pulled apart and reassembled with confidence that they will 
work when done. 

 
Well-architected solutions in distributed, heterogeneous environments tend to look poorly-
architected … when viewed from the point of view of a centralized, homogenous environment. 
 

GREEN FLAGS 
 

 Distributed:  Localizes control over configuration choices 
 

 Heterogeneous:  Supports diversity 
 
 Coherent:  Components relate to each other in rational ways 

 
 Simple:  As simple as possible, but no simpler 

 
 Flexible:  Supports a range of needs, including unanticipated ones 

 
 Reliable:  Grace under pressure 

 
 Secure:  Balances confidentiality with usability  

 

RED FLAGS 
Solutions which exhibit the following may be well-architected for centralized, homogenous 
environments … but are likely poorly-architected for distributed, heterogeneous environments. 
 

 Proprietary:  Requires a specific manufacturer’s hardware or software 
 

 All-Engulfing:  Requires all players to participate before delivering significant value 
 

 Limiting:  Restricts unrelated choices (typically a problem with proprietary) 
 

Upper Layers 
In the real world, Layers 8-10 often play a role in architecture (and other decisions, too).  A 
sophisticated  architecture acknowledges and includes the roles which these layers play in your 
environment. 
 
Layer 10:  Religion 
This encapsulates the human brain’s tendency to get stuck: “I know what is right, I don’t care 
what the evidence says.” 
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Layer 9:  Politics 
This encapsulates the social dynamics of primates, acquiring power through alliances. 
 
Layer 8:  Finances 
Sometimes, the cheapest long-term solution costs more up-front dollars than you have currently. 
 

Format 
Architectural documents will typically describe how to adhere to their designs using a language 
similar to that which the Internet RFCs use (see RFC 2119 and 2026). 
 
MUST or REQUIRED or SHALL 
These keys words indicate a component of an architecture which must be implemented in order 
for the solution to work.  Well-architected solutions have small or empty lists under this heading. 
 
MUST NOT or SHALL NOT 
These phrases indicate a component whose implementation would make it difficult or even 
impossible for the end-user to accrue benefit from the IT service.  Well-architected solutions 
have small or empty lists under this heading. 
 
SHOULD or RECOMMENDED 
These key words indicate that there may exist valid reasons in particular circumstances to ignore 
this component, but the full implications should be understood and carefully weighed before 
choosing a different course. 
 
SHOULD NOT or NOT RECOMMENDED 
These phrases indicate that there may exist valid reasons in particular circumstances when the 
particular component or behavior is acceptable or even useful, but the full implications should be 
understood and the case carefully weighed before implementing any component flagged with this 
label. 
 
MAY or OPTIONAL 
An optional component of an architecture, typically offering benefit to a subset of the user base 
or offering limited utility. 
 
 
Ideally, an implementation strives rigorously to adhere to the RFC when initiating behavior and 
behave in a forgiving manner when receiving behavior from other implementations. 
 
[Myself, this language encourages me to think in terms of absolutes, in terms of demands, in 
terms of a ‘computer police’ who will swoop down and punish me if I don’t follow the rules.  In 
case this language has the same effect on you, I would like to emphasize that I do not intend this 
effect1.  You can, for instance, choose to hard-code your Ethernet NICs to full-duplex, and no 

                                                 
1 Nor, I would claim, does Scott Bradner, the author of these two RFCs. 
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one from Center IT or elsewhere will swoop down and punish you for it.  Rather, when I wrote, 
as I do below, that NICs MUST NOT be hard-coded to full-duplex … I am merely predicting 
that if you diverge from this guideline, you will not enjoy the result.  I use strong language like 
MUST NOT when I have not envisioned a scenario under which you will not enjoy the result … 
and weaker language like SHOULD NOT when I can foresee some cases, generally unusual, 
where in fact you may very well want to diverge from this guideline.] 
 

GREEN FLAGS 

Distributed 
From a functional point of view, a given revenue center may function mostly or entirely 
independently of other centers.  The resource needs of one group may be highly decoupled from 
the resource needs of any other group.  In addition, FHCRC’s decision making processes reflect 
this decentralized structure.  As a result, FHCRC operates in a fashion which this document 
labels “distributed”. 
 

COMMODITY VERSUS SPECIALTY PRINCIPLE 
Revenue centers choose which services to acquire from centralized resources (typically, Shared 
Resources, Center IT, or Collaborative Data Services) and which to provide in-house. 
 
Examples 

 Projects tend to require customized data analysis tools and as a result, projects tend to 
maintain their own scientifically-oriented programming and statistical analysis staff to 
perform these functions. 

 
 Most projects employ e-mail in fairly similar ways and as a result utilize Center IT’s e-

mail services.  Some projects, however, place substantially different requirements on 
their use of e-mail and, as a result, run their own e-mail services.2  

 

Heterogeneous 
Because of its distributed nature, FHCRC contains a heterogeneous IT environment.  More 
precisely, because of its distributed nature, FHCRC *requires* a heterogeneous IT environment.  
As a result, well-architected solutions include *any* operating system which meets some 
minimal level of requirements and minimally does not negatively impact those which it cannot 
explicitly include. 
 

                                                 
2 WHI delivers e-mail services to hundreds, potentially thousands, of staff who are at once part of the WHI study 
and simultaneously not employed by FHCRC, thereby creating a poor fit with the account management solution 
which Center IT uses to manage the e-mail accounts living in its services.  Via the use of the DataFax product, 
SCHARP uses e-mail as a data entry system in addition to a means of human-to-human communication, thereby 
placing reliability and size requirements on their system which exceed those engineered into Center IT’s services. 
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This characteristic tends to be at odds with software and hardware manufacturers, because one 
popular business model suggests that the manufacturer differentiate its product based on patent-
protected unique features and then to attempt to lock the customer into using these unique 
features, using a chain of requirements between products.  As of this writing, Microsoft is the 
industry’s most visible, though by no means sole, proponent of this strategy; this combined with 
its monopoly position makes for a formidable challenge to how distributed, heterogeneous 
organizations function. 
 
However, through the application of sufficiently clever designs, IT solutions can still be 
delivered in a way which includes platforms other than those belonging to manufacturers 
pursuing such “lock in” strategies. 
 
 

Coherent 
If the average implementer can understand the architecture sufficiently well to implement it, then 
the architecture fits the description of “Coherent”. 
 

VISUALIZATION PRINCIPLE 
Can the design be drawn graphically in such a way that a colleague in the business could 
implement the solution?  
 
Examples 

 The diagram portraying mail routing & delivery fits on a single 8.5x11” page, can be 
easily deconstructed into three layers, and does not contain any crossing lines. 

 Power distribution map illustrates electricity flowing from top to bottom, from the local 
utility through FHCRC Facilities and into user-dominated capillaries of circuits and 
UPSes. 

 Domain name services can be depicted as a two layer pyramid, with the master DNS 
server at the top supported by three slave DNS servers, and the Active Directory DNS 
servers managing the Microsoft-specific portion of the name space. 

 The Hutch packet transport design decomposes the network into countably few 
components (three layers:  access, distribution, core) and deploys increasing bandwidth 
as traffic progresses from the edge to the core. 

 
Gaps 
 

CONSISTENCY PRINCIPLE 
 
Examples 

 Two hardware platforms for campus packet transport (Catalyst 4000 at the access-layer, 
Catalyst 6000 at the distribution and core layers) 

 Consistent IP subnet mask (/23). 
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Gaps 
 Use of Catalyst 3524/48 at some places in the access layer. 
 One subnet (cf-114) has not yet been converted to /23 

 

Simple 
As part of the process of learning and as part of an innate joy in overcoming challenge, 
technicians often turn on every feature, enable every bell and whistle, and deploy every 
component of a product.  Also, as part of an innate desire to contribute to the well-being of 
others, technicians often deliver solutions which solve an immediate problem but which 
complicate the overall picture.  During exploration, testing, and prototyping, giving these 
tendencies free rein delivers substantial value.  However, once the work shifts toward designing, 
building, and implementing a production service, processes which birth well-architected designs 
typically experience a reduction in features, a de-emphasis on local optimization, a 
generalization in how problems are solved. 
 

VISUALIZATION PRINCIPLE 
Conceptually, simple solutions can be portrayed graphically. 
 
Examples 

 The unzipping and zipping of the double-helix during mitosis. 
 Mail routing and delivery 

 

LESS IS BETTER 
Reduce the number of steps a given process requires.3 
 

USE SHORT WORDS 
Or, more generically, use short words and short sentences to describe what you are doing.  
Obviously, there are times when the complexity of a product will require something more 
sophisticated than “See Spot run” as a design blueprint.  However, this principle tells us always 
to move toward “short”, rather than toward “long”.  As an example of this as applied to machine 
naming conventions, read RFC 1178. 
 
 

Flexible 
Well-architected designs deliver value to a wide range of use cases … an essential characteristic 
in a heterogeneous environment.  In particular, well-architected designs accommodate use cases 
which haven’t occurred yet.4 
                                                 
3 This principle can conflict with the Flexible principle. 
 
4 This principle can conflict with the Simple Principle. 
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INCREMENTAL PRINCIPLE 
In a distributed, heterogeneous environment, adoption of anything but the latest worm will tend 
to move slowly.  Distributed decision-making means that multiple groups of people must go 
through their own decision-making processes.  The heterogeneity of the environment means that 
not all groups will find equal value in the new solution.  When compared to a centralized, 
homogenous environment, change will occur slowly by comparison.  As a result, well-
architected solutions in such an environment tend to deliver value in an incremental way, such 
that each group which adopts the solution accrues benefit regardless of whether or not anyone 
else has adopted the solution. 
 
This incremental approach has repercussions in terms of design, funding, and implementation. 
 
Conversely, solutions which deliver most of their benefit only when all or virtually all groups at 
the center have implemented it are a poor fit.  And, of course, solutions which require that all 
groups implement the solution before they deliver value are unlikely  to succeed here. 
 
Examples 

 Center IT manages authentication servers speaking multiple protocols and housing 
accounts for everyone at the Center.  However, staff providing services need not employ 
them for authentication – they can employ their own private authentication domains and 
can migrate authentication to the centralized service if and when they choose. 

 
 

INDIRECTION PRINCIPLE 
When designing a solution, imagine each component changing, and then imagine what it would 
take to minimize the effect of that change on associated components.  Humans discovered this 
principle some time ago … for example, many human creations are screwed together, rather than 
nailed or welded … because screws allow one to take the object apart and put it back together 
again. 
 
Examples 

 The layered protocol models (TCP/IP and OSI), which permit a new protocol to be 
invented without requiring modifications to the entire beast.  This allows entire industries 
to be added to an existing structure.5 

 DNS, in which the way end-stations contact the host goes through an intermediate layer 
(the DNS table) before arriving at the IP address.  This allows local system changes to be 
made without incurring an administrative cost on end-users. 

 E-mail aliases user@company.com, in which specific post-offices are hidden 
(user@some-server.company.com). 

 Object-oriented programming techniques. 
 

                                                 
5 For example the addition of http to the TCP/IP and the Internet allowed for the creation of new lines of business. 
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Reliable 
Assumptions 

 Business requirements, here at FHCRC and elsewhere in the developed world, are relying 
increasingly on ‘Non-Stop Computing’, the so-called 7x24 uptime. 

 100% uptime is a fantasy … the 2nd Law of Thermodynamics guarantees that nothing will 
stay up forever. 

 However, the industry is steadily developing techniques which allow us to shrink 
downtime. 

 

TRIAGE PRINCIPLE 
Services which typically deliver sub-second response time are delivered using more conservative 
reliability schemes than are services which typically deliver response times measured in seconds 
or minutes. 
 
Sub-Second 

FLOOR 
Services which support an entire floor are delivered using hardened boxes equipped with N+1 
redundancy6.   
 
Examples 

 Each floor’s Ethernet switch contains N+1 power supplies. 
 Typical file, print, and application services are delivered using a box equipped with dual 

power supplies, dual NICs, and RAID5 disk. 
 
Gaps 

 Each floor’s Ethernet switch contains a single Supervisor card. 
 The links to the satellite offices contain a series of SPOFs. 

 

BUILDING 
Services which support an entire building are delivered using entirely redundant gear.7 
 
Examples 

 Each building contains a pair of distribution layer routers 
 VoIP setup is delivered using a pair of call setup boxes8 and a pair of VoIP/conventional 

telephony gateways. 
 

                                                 
6 In this context, the term “floor” means “50 or more people” while the term “building” means “100 or more 
people”. 
7 Typically a pair of equivalent, load-balancing (or one active/one hot-standby) boxes; though in some cases, where 
technology to do the fully-redundant thing hasn’t quite arrived, using extra hardened gear (e.g. RAID 5 with hot 
spares). 
8 Aka “Call Managers” 
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Gaps 
 In general, print and application services are delivered on semi-hardened platforms (dual 

power supplies, dual NICs, RAID5 disk) rather than on entirely redundant platforms (i.e. 
we haven’t reached clustering yet). 

 Most file services are delivered on semi-hardened boxes rather than fully redundant gear 
(consolidated storage or distributed file systems). 

 Consolidated storage9 typically contains a single head and, under many failure scenarios, 
effectively a single NIC. 

 

CAMPUS 
Services which support the entire center are delivered using N + 2 (or more) strategies. 
 
Examples 

 DNS and NTP are delivered using three servers 
 Authentication is delivered using four servers10 
 Interbuilding network connectivity is delivered using four pipes per building11 
 Storage delivered using RAID5-DP or clustering12 

 
Gaps 

 Two firewalls, two core routers, two DMZ routers13 
 Internet connectivity14 
 Two DHCP servers15 
 Non-redundant remote access servers 
 PBX 

 
Minutes 

FLOOR 
Services which support an entire floor are delivered without redundancy, on the theory that rapid 
on-site response can restore service “soon enough” that users experience the disruption as an 
annoyance rather than as a show-stopper. 
                                                 
9 Indigo 
10 Possibly overkill … on the other hand, failure of this service would have wide-ranging implications, and the cost 
of the fourth box is low. 
11 Possibly overkill … but when we look at the Triage Principle and the Consistency Principle together, we decided 
that each distribution router should have two links to the core … and since each building possesses two distribution 
routers, we end up with four links from each building to the core. 
12 I don’t think we’re doing either of these yet. 
13 Here, the Simplicity Principle and Consistency Principles step in … these three components are linked and 
generally march in lock-step (i.e. one can deploy two of each, or three of each … but deploying two of one and three 
of another produces a complex design).  Furthermore, these three components inflict a complexity hit on the 
distribution layer, a hit which scales according to their number (n**2 if they come in pairs, n**3 if they come in 
triplets).  As a result, we stay behind at “two” rather than moving to “three”. 
14 At the moment, only Cost holds us back on deploying a third Internet connection. 
15 The Industry Standard Principle tells us to adhere to the RFCs which govern dhcp, and those RFCs only support 
dhcpd server redundancy in pair fashion. 
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Examples 

 Printers are typically delivered in a non-redundant fashion, on the theory that the delay 
inserted by installing paper, replacing toner, clearing a jam, or simply waiting for 
someone else’s job to complete does not significantly impact FHCRC’s business.16  To 
cover the case where a printer fails entirely, we equip floors with more than one printer, 
such that end-users can select a fail-back printer if necessary.17 

 
Gaps 
 

BUILDING 
Services which support an entire building are delivered using N + 1 redundancy. 
 
Examples 
 
Gaps 
 

CAMPUS 
Services which support the entire center are delivered using entirely redundant gear. 
 
Examples 

 Mail relay (and anti-virus and anti-spam) is delivered using a pair of servers.18 
 

STUTTER PRINCIPLE 
Service Disruption 
The loss of a redundant element causes at most 10 seconds of end-to-end service disruption.19 
 
Examples 

 The ‘hello’ mechanisms beating behind the redundant distribution and core layer routers 
are configured in such a way that the failure of any of these devices results in a 
connectivity disruption ranging from 0 – 4 seconds, depending on various factors. 

 The TEAMing behavior of redundant NICs in servers is configured such that the failure 
of either NIC results in at most a 1 second disruption in service. 

                                                 
16 If a group had a requirement for non-stop printing, we could deliver a pair of printers, configured as a pool, with 
load-balancing software on the (redundant) print servers. 
17 This capability may contain gaps. 
18 Certainly some users believe that e-mail is a real-time application … and certainly under a range of normal 
operating conditions, e-mail transport occurs so rapidly that I can understand why some users have acquired this 
misconception … but in fact, the store & forward architecture behind e-mail means that it will never be a real-time 
application.  Instant Messaging is the application which is attempting to occupy this real-time space. 
19 I pulled the number “10” out of the air … I would argue that typical users can tolerate a ten second ‘pause’ in their 
computer’s functioning without significant disruption to their day’s work, even if that interruption recurs multiple 
times during the day.  The advent of VoIP will put pressure on this number. 
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 Clients typically spend x seconds trying an unresponsive authentication server before 
contacting an alternate server. 

 The loss of a disk in a RAID 5 container (and the subsequent engagement of a hot spare) 
occur without any loss of service, though the event sometimes inflicts degraded 
performance. 

 
Gaps 

 BGP route convergence20 
 

DEPTH PRINCIPLE 
In general, the loss of services which function near the bottom of the OSI model inflict more pain 
than do the loss of services which function near the top of the OSI stack.  In general, well-
architected solutions pay particular attention to reliability at the lower-layers of the OSI model. 
 
Examples 

 The loss of electricity on our campus halts most end-user IT activities, across our ~3000 
user base … whereas the loss of any particular switch/router, server, or desktop only 
impacts tens, hundreds, or possibly just one, employee.  Therefore, we invest more effort 
in power distribution in equipment rooms than we do in power distribution to individual 
workstations. 

 The loss of a power cable to a server can affect hundreds of employees, whereas the loss 
of a cable to a desktop typically effects a handful or fewer employees.  Therefore, we 
invest effort in installing cabling surrounding a server than we do when we install the 
cabling serving a workstation. 

 
 
For the purposes of this principle, I redefine the OSI model as follows: 
Layer Name Description Example 
10 User Humans 
9 Shrink-Wrapped Word-processor Microsoft Word 
8 Interstitial DNS, DHCP, NTP, mail relay bind, dhcpd, sendmail 
7 Application Upper-layer protocols http, smtp, imap 
6 Presentation 
5 Session 
4 Transport TCP/UDP frame TCP Port 80 
3 Network Router, IP frame Cisco 7206 
2 Data-Link Switch, Ethernet frame Cisco Catalyst 
1 Physical Media converters Canary CM-1200 
0 Touch It Electricity, HVAC, cabling, racks 
 

                                                 
20 We’re doing as well as Industry Standard approaches will allow us here. 
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CONSISTENCY PRINCIPLE 
Particularly when humans are involved, consistent designs lead to fewer human errors and thus 
to increased uptime.  Where uniqueness conveys no value to the end-user, well-architected 
designs simply clone the standard blueprint and replicate it.  In addition, this principle tells us 
that consistency counts more than local economy or local performance. 
 
Examples 

 We deploy our standard Ethernet switch chassis in every IDF, even if population 
densities do not warrant it. 

 We deliver the same VLAN options to every IDF, even if we do not currently see a need 
for that VLAN there. 

 We configure all end-station ports with 802.3 auto-negotiation. 
 
Gaps 

 Use of Catalyst 3524 and 3548 switches in some IDFs (typically, where space constraints 
block us from deploying our standard chassis). 

 

INDUSTRY STANDARD PRINCIPLE 
After a while, humans tend to identify strategies for doing something which works well across 
many environments – these strategies tend to encapsulate substantial volumes of expertise.  
Adhering to such standards tends to deliver solutions which are hardened against common errors 
and events and which tend to play well with the rest of the package.  In addition, hiring staff into 
an environment conforming to industry standard specifications tends to be easier than the 
converse.  The catch, of course, is that much of the IT industry is moving quickly, and in many 
areas, there exist multiple “industry standard” ways to accomplish the same goal.  Nevertheless, 
awareness of this principle offers insight into delivering reliability. 
 
Examples 

 Use of TIA/EIA structured cabling guidelines. 
 Use of Microsoft products21 
 Use of ISC bind, dhcpd, and ntpd, along with Berkeley sendmail 

 
Gaps 
 

                                                 
21 One could argue that, in contrast with most industry standard approaches, Microsoft products tend to encapsulate 
little industry expertise, to offer numerous vulnerabilities to common errors and events, and to play poorly with the 
rest of the package.  However, I would counter by noting that the use of Microsoft products certainly conforms with 
what the vast majority of the IT industry is doing and therefore offers an advantage in terms of staff expertise.  I see 
the basic issue here being Microsoft’s status as a monopoly – I argue that any well-architected design will stumble 
over this problem:  Microsoft products must be included, and yet Microsoft products will detract from the resulting 
solution’s ability to adhere to the characteristics of well-architected (specifically, heterogeneous, simple, flexible, 
reliable, and secure).  I believe that this issue is intractable at the enterprise level:  this is a job for the federal 
government. 
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MONITORING PRINCIPLE 
Assumptions 

 Monitoring means asking “Is it functioning now?” and telling relevant staff if the answer 
is “no”. 

 If you don’t monitor it, then you don’t know if it is working 
 The 2nd Law of Thermodynamics guarantees that it will quit working 
 Therefore, monitoring is a requirement on the path toward non-stop computing 
 If you can’t ping it, monitoring it becomes remarkably difficult:  ICMP Echo/Reply is the 

foundation of reactive management. 
 Center IT uses instant messaging as its primary form of notification22 
 We want to know within five minutes when a device has failed and within ten minutes 

when a service has failed23 
 Effective monitoring is automated, i.e. does not require human intervention to ensure that 

it occurs 
 
Device Monitoring 
We take a three fold approach to device monitoring, which looks like this: 
 
Ask:  Are you alive? 

 Ping the device at least once/minute 
 
Tell me when you’re feeling sick 

 Configure the device to log a message when it is sick and watch the logs using a near 
real-time application 

 
Ask:  Are you feeling sick? 

 Once/day, query the device specifically, asking it if it feels sick24 
 Configure the device to perform self-tests on a periodic schedule, to log the results, and 

watch the logs25 
 
Examples 

 NodeWatch (ICMP Echo/Reply) 
 Enable centralized logging (syslog protocol to one loghost) plus swatch for watching the 

log. 
 Hardware-specific scripts (catalyst-alarm, enmon-alarm, altiga-alarm, nokia-alarm, ups-

alarm) running from cron 
 Once-every-other-week UPS self-tests 

 
 
                                                 
22 Typically, pages sent to alpha pagers. 
23 I pulled these numbers from thin air. 
24 Ask each power supply if it feels sick, ask each fan if it feels sick, ask each disk if it feels sick, take its 
temperature. 
25 Regrettably, not all devices are equipped with such functionality, and not all devices can perform such tests 
without disrupting service. 
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Service Monitoring 
Fundamentally, service monitoring is no different than device monitoring.  However, due to the 
complexity of service monitoring, the poll cycle may be less than the typical poll cycle of device 
monitoring.  And due to the variation among services, the effort required to monitor them tends 
to be greater. 
 
Ask:  Are you alive? 

 Check that the relevant TCP or UDP port is responding 
 Submit a transaction for processing and verify that the transaction completes26 

 
Tell me when you’re feeling sick 

 Configure the application to log, and watch the logs using a near real-time application 
 
Ask:  Are you feeling sick? 

 Submit a complex transaction and analyze response characteristics. 
 
Examples 

 Nagios 
 Submit an e-mail message to a post office, verify that it crosses mail relays and arrives at 

its destination 
 Time how long it takes to copy a test file from a server, scream if that time exceeds a 

threshold value 
 

TRENDING PRINCIPLE 
Resource utilization graphs in IT tend to look like this: 
 

Time

Amount

0 %

100%

 
 

                                                 
26 Pull up a specific Web page and validate that its HTML is the same from event to event, send an e-mail message 
from one post box through the mail relay cloud to another post box, copy a file from a file server, submit an 
requisition for dark chocolate and verify that it arrives at Stuart’s desk … and time each of these, verifying that the 
time-to-completion doesn’t exceed some threshold. 
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Well-architected solutions include a trending component which identifies when we have reached 
the rapidly escalating portion of the curve. 
 
Examples 

 Deployment of RRD-based trending tools (MRTG, CATCTI ). 
 

TESTING PRINCIPLE 
Some conditions occur frequently and as a result require no particular handling – the situation 
arises multiple times during the day, and we develop confidence through mere repetition that our 
response mechanisms are functioning.  For instance, operating systems tend to go unstable or 
simply to crash, requiring a reboot – computer users have become adept at power cycling their 
machines, and as a result, we have developed confidence that the mechanism which support 
reboots (power button on the front of the chassis) works just fine; therefore, we make no 
particular effort to test these. 
 
On the other hand, some conditions occur less frequently, for example, a power outage or the 
release of the latest Windows worm.  As a result, we develop processes to verify that our 
response mechanisms to these events are still functioning, and we perform dry runs periodically 
to bolster our confidence that these mechanisms will function during the actual event. 
 
Redundant environments pose a particular challenge to the non-stop computing effort:  If a 
redundant component fails, how do you discover this *before* the surviving element(s) fail also? 
 
We tackle this collection of issues by designing end-to-end tests which validate that rarely 
employed mechanisms are functioning as designed and by performing these tests periodically.   
 
Power 
Examples 

 We27 test generator fail-over once-every-other-month in each building. 
 Production devices contain redundant power supplies. 
 We test redundant power trains in equipment rooms once/quarter, killing power to one 

train, examining the results, restoring power, examining the results, and repeating for the 
second power train. 

 
Gaps 

 Power train testing currently limited to one server room. 
 
Layer 2/3 
Examples 

 Once/month we reboot redundant layer 2/3 devices, recording the service disruption 
incurred to a sample device serviced by the devices in question, and comparing to 
previous tests. 

 
                                                 
27 Facilities Engineering 
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Gaps 
 firewalls 

 
 

AUTOMATION PRINCIPLE 
Humans make mistakes … and more importantly, humans make mistakes in inconsistent ways.  
Automation offers (a) the possibility of an error-free implementation, and (b) the likelihood of 
consistency in whatever errors are made.  Consistency in errors means that an automated process, 
or an intervening human, has an improved chance of recovering from the errors.  All this adds up 
to increased reliability. 
 
Operating System Provisioning 
Install and configure operating systems using an automated process. 
 
Examples 

 Scripted OS installs or Ghost-driven installs 
 
Gaps 

 Manual modifications made after the automated install 
 
Software Provisioning 
Install and configure application software using an automated process. 
 
Examples 

 Scripted or Ghosted installs 
 Automated MRTG addition/deletion of managed systems 

 
Gaps 

 Manual modifications made after the automated install 
 
Patch Management 
Test patches manually … but distribute them into production using automated processes:  OS 
patches, application patches, anti-virus/anti-spam/anti-spyware signature files. 
 
Distributed Script Execution 
Once an administrator has identified a task to be performed and written in-house code to 
implement the task, s/he needs an environment or tool which allows this script to run 
automatically across all relevant systems. 
 
Code/Configuration Deployment and Rollback 
Sometimes, after implementing a change (patch installation, configuration modification, 
application upgrade), the users discover a glitch in the new environment.  The administrator 
needs an automated way to roll-back such changes. 
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Automated Configuration Tracking 
IT environments are highly dynamic, with many groups making many changes … and, being 
human, forgetting to record these changes in whatever passes for change control tracking.  
Automated configuration tracking scans systems daily or even hourly, recording deltas in some 
kind of database (perhaps merely a structured flat file functioning as a database), which supports 
the analysis of resulting issues. 
 
 
Reporting and Visibility 
 

REPLACEMENT PRINCIPLE 
The IT business contains a concept called “end of life”, typically a phase in a product’s life cycle 
after which the manufacturer will no longer produce bug fixes for the software running in it 
and/or will no longer provide replacement parts.  Ideally, “end of life” arrives *before* the 
product’s failure rate reaches a cost-prohibitive level. 
 
“End of life” can also include the concept of dwindling technical expertise – after a certain point, 
as a product ages, curious-minded technicians tend to lose interest in it.  As the aging process 
continues, the total number of technicians involved in supporting the product dwindles, both 
enterprise-wide and industry-wide.  Both effects reduce the product’s viability.  
 
Assumptions 

 Well-architected IT solutions do not contain products which have reached end-of-life. 
 

DOCUMENTATION AND CROSS-TRAINING PRINCIPLE 
We know we have met our minimal requirements for documentation when a colleague of the 
tech who designed and implemented a service can rebuild it from scratch … and we prove this at 
least once/year for each service we operate. 
 
 

PREDICTABLE PRINCIPLE 
Planned service disruptions occur during outage windows as specified in our customer SLAs. 
 
 
We focus particular effort on components which experience tells us fail more frequently than 
others:  typically power supplies and moving components (disks). 
 

Secure 
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RED FLAGS 

Proprietary 
 

All-Engulfing 

 

Limiting 
 

EXAMPLES 

Server Room Device Installation 
To be installed in an FHCRC server room: 
 

 The device MUST be physically placed in a rack or a cabinet and MUST be screwed or 
otherwise tied into place. 

 
 The device SHOULD possess either 1+1 power supply and power cord redundancy, with 

each pair of power supplies split between the server room’s redundant power trains or be 
attached to a co-located (same cabinet) ATS bar. Power cords SHOULD be color-coded 
appropriately (red/blue/green). 

 
 Device management software SHOULD monitor the health of each power supply and 

notify the owner of issues. 
 

 The device SHOULD be equipped with 1+1 NIC redundancy, with each pair of NICs 
split between the server room’s redundant Ethernet switches. Ethernet cables SHOULD 
be color-coded appropriately (red/blue). 

 
 These NICs SHOULD be configured in a hot-standby fashion. They MAY be configured 

in a load-balancing fashion. 
 

 These NICs SHOULD be configured to utilize multicast Hellos (aka “probes”) or various 
ARP monitoring tactics in their redundancy scheme. They MAY be configured to use 
broadcast Hellos or an Activation Delay. 

 
 Device management software SHOULD monitor the health of each NIC and notify the 

owner of issues. 
 

 These NICs SHOULD NOT be configured in a link-aggregrating fashion. 
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 If the NICs are 1000BaseT, they SHOULD be configured with send/receive flow control 
“desired”. They MAY be configured with send/receive flow control “on”. 

 
 

End-Station Attachment to the Network 
In order to attach a station to the center’s network: 
 

 The device’s behavior MUST NOT interfere with the operation of unrelated devices on 
the network.28 

 
 The device’s NIC MUST be configured either to perform 802.3 auto-negotiation or be 

hard-coded to half-duplex.29 The device’s NIC MUST NOT be hard-coded to full-duplex. 
If 1000BaseT, the NIC MUST be configured to auto-negotiate. 

 
 The device SHOULD be configured to automatically download and install anti-virus 

signature files. 
 

 The device SHOULD be configured to automatically download and install OS patches. 
 

 The device SHOULD be configured to speak TCP/IP. The device MAY be configured to 
speak AppleTalk. The device SHOULD NOT be configured to speak other protocols 
(NetBEUI, XNS, IPX …) 

 

Client Security 
When sending traffic over the network: 
 

 The application MUST either encrypt or otherwise obscure passwords or restrict access 
to countably few IP addresses. 

 
 Client/server interactions dealing with confidential material SHOULD employ TLS to 

encrypt their traffic. 
 

 The browser employed SHOULD NOT be Internet Explorer.30 
 
 

                                                 
28 “Unrelated” here refers to intent, backed by a technically verifiable association. For example, a client whose 
owner has configured it to talk to a server has, according to this definition, created a “relationship” between the two. 
Pathological interactions may now ensue … and if they do, this clause does *not* apply to those interactions. 
29 Notice that the only way to achieve 1000BaseT connectivity is to configure the NIC to auto-negotiate. 
30 Notice here the use of SHOULD NOT … meaning that the technical contact for a client workstation may choose 
to deploy IE against this recommendation… perhaps because the application the end-user wants only functions with 
IE … but in this case, the architectural guideline strongly recommends that the technical contact fully understand the 
risks and the consequences of overriding this recommendation. 
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Client Application 
When deploying applications to clients enterprise-wide, a significant challenge involves handling 
the heterogeneity of FHCRC’s environment.  The following encapsulates how to do this. 
 

 The solution SHOULD support Windows 2000+, OS X+, Solaris 2.6+, and Linux 2.2+. 
 

 If the solution requires human interaction, the application SHOULD be employable by a 
minimal set of browsers (Firefox 1.0+, Netscape Navigator 4.7+, Internet Explorer 5.0+). 

 
 The solution MUST NOT negatively impact other end-stations which do not deploy the 

application. 
 

 When selecting which anti-social application to remove from the network, the application 
which violates the most number of RFCs SHOULD be the first one removed. 

 
 
 
 


